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ABSTRACT 

study consumption in il s In the ongoing efforts 

through computer simula ons ca lly no on 

modeling natural convective heat trans in b 
0

1 dings. 

given 

main reason 

for this neglect is due to the difficu1ty solving lem numer~ 

ically. This paper makes a contribution towards the solution of is 

difficulty by presenting a numerical for modeling natural co on 

in rectangular enclosures at Rayl gh numbers up 10 10
• 

Chapter 2 develops the general equations of motion to solved. 

Chapter 3 is devoted to simpli cation of these ons and 

description of the numerical scheme. 

Chapter 4 describes the compa sons the predictions the 

computer program based on the numerical scheme with ous published 

experimental and numerical results 

Chapter 5 illustrates an appli 

·investigators, 

on of the computer program to 

investigate the soundness of an assumption commonly made by all the 

building energy analysis programs, 





I 

1 

ION 

1.1 The Relevance of Building Energy_Physics 

After the onset of the so-called energy crisis since 1973, attention 

of many energy strategists in the U.S. has been focused on the energy 

used for heating and cooling of the interior of buildings. This energy 

consumption, commonly referred to as energy consumption for space condi

tioning. constitutes about 20% of the total energy consumption of 75 quads 

per year (1 quad "' 10 15 Btu~ 3 x 10 11 kwh) in the U.S. today. 

Space conditioning has been an area of high total energy use and 

low optimization of design and construction with res to energy use. 

Naturally, the last few years have seen many keen minds turning to this 

relatively unexplored field. 

The prob 1 em is not new, It has a ·1 ready been faced in Europe. where 

the cost of energy was already much higher and the energy situation 

precarious in many countries. This is reflected, for example, in the 

attention being given to the problems of heat trans inside build·ings 

by academic researchers in Europe earlier than in the U.S. (e.g., 

Ref. 1 , 2) . 

1.2 Modeling Energy Flows in Buildings 

In the U.S., the first modern public domain computer for 

analysis of the thermal behavior of buildings \IJaS written in the late 

1960s for the U.S. government called NECAP (Ref. 3). This was soon 

followed by Cal-ERDA and DOE-1 computer programs (Refs. 4,5). All three 



programs used response factor methods to calcula heat flow through 

user-defined multi~1ayered walls and user-defined windows, The computer 

program NBSLD (Ref, 6) developed at the National Bureau of Standards, 

calculated detailed radiative heat transfers between interior surfaces 

by performing a detailed thermal balance calculation for each pair 

surfaces, in addition to solving for heat conduction through multi-layered 

walls as done by DOE-2, BLAST (Ref. 7), developed at the Civil Engineering 

Research Laboratory of the U.S, Army, has carried the state of the art 

further by improving on the architecture~ speed and accuracy of NBSLD. 

(For a comparison of some of these programs, see Refs. 8,9). 

In parallel with the development of these numerical models of energy 

flows inside buildings, there also have been attempts to develop analytical 

models of building energy flows (Refs. 10,11). These models have been 

successful in their limited domain defined by the analyti assumptions 

made by their authors, but the assumptions have been constraining enough 

to invalidate wide application, 

All the building models referred to above have various degrees of 

sophistication in the treatment of conductive and radiative heat transfers 

(the most sophisticated, at this time, is BLAST-2.0). However, in the 

treatment of convective heat transfer, all these models are rather 

simplistic. This is not due to some oversight on the part the designers 

of these models; rather it stems from the extreme complexity of the problem 

involved. The net result of the difficulty of modeling convective energy 

flows in buildings has been that though the radiative and convective heat 

transfer mechanisms are roughly of equal magnitude in a real house, the 

more advanced building models have become increasingly sophisticated in 



radiation modeling, leaving convective modeling for later. (BLAST-2.0 

does allow, for example, user-defined, variable convective heat transfer 

coefficients from surfaces, but it cannot tell you what heat transfer 

coefficients to use.) 

There have been both experimental and theoretical attempts to 

understand convective energy flm>Js in buildings under a variety of speci c 

situations. Ruberg (Ref. 12) has experi lly investi ted the convec-

tive flow in a full-scale test chamber. Casperson and Hocevar (Ref. 13) 

and Akbari and Borgers (Ref. 14) have carried out detailed experimental 

and numerical investigations of flow in a Trombe wall channel. Burns, 

Chow and Tien (Ref. 15) have investigated numerically the effect of air 

infiltration through cracks in an insulation-filled wall. Balcomb's group 

at LASL has carried out experiments on several solar strategies by 

instrumenting test cells (Ref. 16). Weber and Wray (Ref. 17) have 

recently reported on detailed experimental investigation of convective 

energy flow in a scaled model of two zones connected by a doorway. 

Development of a general three-dimensional computer model of 

convective energy flow is the next logical towards better understand-

ing and better design of buildings, particularly passive solar buildings. 

It is enough to point to the unfortunate abundance of rather naive ''thermal 

flow diagrams" for various passive solar houses (see Ref. 18) to be 

convinced of the state of ignorance regarding convective energy flows 

in buildings. Some practicing architects and investigators almost seem 

to think that in a real house air wnl flow along directions which they 

have chosen to indicate by arrows in their 

laws of physics. 

ign -often against the 
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The following pages describe the construction and validation of a 

computer code for modeling buoyancy-driven convective air flow in a 

rectangular shaped enclosure using the formulation proposed by Spalding 

(Refo 19)0 The code can be modified to incorporate more complex geometrieso 
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2 

THE NING IONS 

2.1 Introduction 

To understand the behavior of air movement inside a building. one 

must first formulate, in general, the laws of motion which govern the 

movement of air. Applying these laws of motion to air flow under the 

specific boundary conditions (surface temperatures, any inlets or outlets 

for air streams, etc.) encountered in the situation of interest will. in 

principle, define the problem compl 1y. We say "in principle" because 

as we will see below. the equations of motion governing the air flow are 

very hard to solve analytically. And even with numer-ical techniques 

using modern large computers, solutions are not obtainable under any 

arbitrary conditions. In this chapter, the general equations which govern 

fluid flow are developed and described. Assumptions appropriate to the 

specific class of problems of interest herein are presented and the 

resulting simplified laws of motion are cast into a form suitable for 

numerical solution. 

2.2 The Navier Stokes Equa!jons 

The full equations governing the flow of a fluid are known as the 

Navier-Stokes equations. Each of them is discussed below. The notation 

and the choice of axes are shown in Fig. 1, 



X 

y 

(a) 

Ve 
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(b) 

Fig l, THE COORDINATE AXES AND VELOCITY COMPONENTS 
AS USED IN THE TEXT AND FIGURES; FOR TWO AND 
THREE DIMENSIONS, 

XBL7911-l3115 



A. Conservation of Mass 

Conservation of mass is expressed by the equation: 

ap + 
~ + div (pV) at 0 ( 2 '1) 

The physical significance of each of the two in the equation can be 

obtained by integrating this equation over an elementary infinitesimal 

volume. The first term gives the time derivative of the net mass of 

fluid contained in the volume~ while the second term, changed to a surface 

integral using Gauss's theorem. gives the net flow of mass out of boundaries 

enclosing the elementary volume. The two terms must always add to zero if 

no fluid mass is created or destroyed within the volume. 

B. Conservation of Momentum 

As applied to the "point articles" and other classical solid bodies. 

conservation of momentum is expressed by Newton's law 

+ d + 
F = dt (mV) 

+ + 
where F is the force acting on the point in space and V is the instan-

taneous velocity of the particle or solid body at that point. 

When dealing with continuous media, however, one must distinguish 

between two 11 kinds 11 of veloci es: one is the velocity of a fluid ement, 

an infinitesimal volume of fluid, as it moves around in space· the other 

is the local fluid velocity, defined as fluid velocity at a specific 

point in space. For example, though the water in a waterfall is acceler

ating under gravity, the local velocity of water at a fixed point in the 

waterfall (fixed with respect to the earth) is obviously constant. Thus 
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one must move along with the fluid r inside a room 9 water in the water-

fall) to evaluate the acceleration of the fluid. This is accomplished 

with the total derivative: 

d = a + dx a + dy a + 
dt at dt ax dt ay 

dz a 
dt dZ 

where dx/dt, dy/dt~ and dz/dt are the three components of the fluid 

velocity at the point of interest. In vector notation: 

d ::::: 

dt 
a + 

--- + V ·grad at 

The momentum balance equations for an ideal fluid (incompressible 

and non-viscous) can therefore be written as: 

P [ ~~ + (V • grad)v] = -grad P + (2.2) 

where the first term on the right-hand side is the force arising from the 

pressure gradient, and the second term, commonly called the body-force 

term, represents all other forces acting on the fluid. In the case under 

study, this term will account for buoyancy forces. 

Expressing Eq. (2.2) in different terms w-ill simplify some of the 

formulations introduced in Chapter 3. We rewrite Eq. (2.2) as: 

a + + + + at (pV) = -(V • grad)pV grad P + pF (2.2a) 

The last two terms on the right-hand si are unchanged, The left-hand 

side can now be viewed as the rate of change of local, fluid momentum; 

i.e., the rate of change of momentum contained in an infinitesimal volume 

of space around the point of interest, which is fixed with respect to the 

coordinate axes. The x-component, for example, of the first term on the 



right-hand si is 

az 

This term is equal to the net amount of x-momentum convected out of the 

infinitesimal volume surrounding the point of observation, fixed with 
+ 

respect to the coordi axes. This identi cation of the term (V ·grad) 

Real fluids are neither incompressible nor non-viscous. To incorpo

rate the effects of viscosity, one must rewrite the momentum balance 

equation (2.2) without the body-force term as: 

1__ ( pV.) at , (2.3) 

where we define nik as the momentum flux density: 

(2.4) 

nik is the ith component of momentum entering the infinitesimal surface 

set up perpendicular to the kth axis; this can immediately verified by 

performing volume integration on Eq. (2.3) and using Gauss's law to reduce 

the resulting right-hand side to a surface integral. 

Viscosity is the macroscopic result of molecu'lar process; therefore 

any correct modification of the momentum equations (2.2) include the 

phenomenon of viscosity must proceed from micro-molecular argumen of 

kinetic theory (see e.g. Ref. 20), although less rigorous phenomenological 

arguments of macrophysics lead to correct equations and are generany 

considered adequate for the problem under discussion. 
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Viscosity effects can be i uded in the momentum expression by 

writing the most general expression that can be incorporated into Eq. 

(2.3). which satisfies the following phenomenologic requirements: 

1) The viscous force on any fluid element at any point 

is proportional to the space gradient of fluid velocity 

at that point (Newtonian fluids). 

2) The viscous force vanishes when the fluid is at rest. 

3) Fluid in uniform rotation should not experience any 

viscous force. 

The most general tensor expression satisfying these properties, which can 

(2. 

where v1, v2 and v3 are the velocity components along orthogonal 

coordinates x1• x2 and x3; a and bare coefficients and the summation 

convention is assumed. For an isotropic homogeneous fluid, a and b are 

constants. 

Equation (2.5a) can be put in more familiar form by defining two 

constants,~ and s 

~ = -a 

In terms of these constants, (2.5a) becomes: 

~ and C are called the first and second coefficients of viscosity 



respectively. 

The coefficient of~ is the viscous tangential force ing in 

direction i on the face perpendicular to direction k. Note that the 

coefficient is traceless (the sum of diagonal elements is zero). The 

coefficient of t is the viscous force on face i. in the direction i. due 

to expansion/contraction of the volume ement; it is proportional to the 

divergence of the velocity. t~ the second viscosity coefficient, is 

sometimes called the viscosity coefficient for di1 on. 

With the expression (2.5b) added, the momentum ux density nik of 

Eq. (2.4) now becomes 

For the problem under discussion, ~ and l;; can be considered constants 

(independent of position and time). With this approximation, the 

momentum equation (2.3) for the ith component of ve·locity is: 

The presence of an external body force acting on the fluid is accounted 

for by adding a term pF1 to the right-hand side of Eq. (2.7). After 

moving the second term on the right-hand side of (2.7) to the left-hand 

side, and using the continuity equation (2.1) on the last term of the 
+ 

right-hand side, Eq. (2.7), with the term representing external force F, 

can be written in vector form as: 



+ 
dV + z+ ( 11 ) ·+ p dt = -grad P + pF + 11'l V + 1;; + 3 grad • div V (2.8a) 

or 

dV 1 ->- z+ l; + = - - grad P + F + v'l V + ---''-
dt p p 

+ 
grad • di v V (2,8b) 

vihere we define v = 11/P as the kinematic viscosity. 

C. The Energy EquatiQ~ 

The energy equation refers to combined conductive-convective heat 

transfer in the fluid, including the generation of heat (which will be 

shown to be negligible in the present case) due to viscous dissipa on of 

mechanical energy of the fluid, 

The terms representing heat generation due to viscous dissipation 

can be evaluated most simply as follows. We consider the expression for 

the rate of change of kinetic energy. 8/at U2pV 2
). v1here Eq. (2,7) is 

used in the rearrangement of terms, This expression. when integrated 

over the volume. gives the rate of change of kinetic energy of the fluid 

contained in the volume. If the volume is bounded by r-igid boundaries. 

one of the two terms in the volume integral~ when reduced to a su 

integral by Gauss's law, disappears since the velocities vanish at the 

boundaries. The second term, representing the viscous dissipation of 

kinetic energy (and which is equal to the gain in thermal energy due to 

viscous dissipation) is given by 

(2.9) 



1 

The other two terms in the (thermal) energy equation represent the 

effects of conduction (diffusion) and convection. To a good approximation 

the thermal conductivity of air, k, can be considered to be a constant 

for typical conditions under study (a change of less than 0.3% in thermal 

conductivity per °C at room conditions). For example, temperatures within 

a particular enclosure might vary by 20°C at any time; the conductivity 

varies by less than 6% over the enclosed volume. The contribution of the 

conduction term to the temperature equation is given by the well~known 

diffusion equation 

where CP is the heat capacity at constant pressure and T is the tempera

ture. The contribution from the convective process, as discussed near 

Eq. (2.2), is through additional terms which account for the fact that 

the fluid is in motion. 

Thus the full equation for temperature (commonly called the energy 

equation) includes the conductive, convective. and viscous components 

and is written 

aT + 
~ + (V • grad)T 
Cit 

+ ._1 (~:; - ?v) (-av ~)2 
pCP 3 ax~ 

(2.10) 

It will be argued that the last two terms on the right-hand side, which 

account for viscous dissipation. can be neglected to a very good 

approximation. 
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D. Some Simplifications of the Governing Equat:Jons 

Thus the three equations governing the flow of air for the problem 

under consideration are commonly known as the Navier-Stokes equations; 

they are summarized below: 

Continuity 
equation : 

Momentum 
conservation : 

Energy 
equation: 

1 + 2 
= - P. grad p + F + lJ'V V 

( 

c;; + 1:l.) + 
+ P 3 - grad·div V 

The following comments on Eq. (2.11) should be considered: 

(2.1la) 

(2.llb) 

(2.11c) 

(a) In the specific class of problems being considered here, many 

terms can be neglected in order to simplify the task of obtaining 

a solution. The necessary assumptions and the limitations they 

impose on the generality of the solutions \>Jill be discussed in 

Chapter 3. 

(b) The variables appearing in the equations are dimensional 

variables (defined in terms of mass, length and time, in a specific 



tern of uni such as the MKS or the FPS system). This is a 

disadvantage if one were to attempt to bring out the simil ty 

between tv.Jo different physica·l si tions that differ from each 

other only by a set of scaling factors. Under such situations~ 

if the boundary conditions and the variables appearing in the 

equations are properly scaled, the two problems will appear 

identical in terms of the numerical solution required, if 

equations were set up to deal with non-dimensional variables. 

Seen another way, if the equations are expressed in terms of 

non-dimensional variables. then a specific particular solution 

obtained for a given set of non-dimensionally expressed boundary 

conditions can be readily app1i to several different physical 

situations, by dimensionalizing the particular numerical solution 

with appropriate dimensionalizing parameters. 

+ 
(c) The body force term F in the momentum equation represents 

gravitational force in the problem study. The gravi tional 

force for an enclosed body of fluid with constant density is 

balanced by a pressure gradient perfectly counteracting this force. 

In such a case~ the gravitational force does not give rise to any 

fluid motion. For the problem under study~ however, local changes 

in density (due to thermal expansion) cause unbalanced forces in 

the fluid that cannot. in general, 

pressure configuration.* 

ca led with any possible 

*The force field Fp up due to the pressure field is conservative 
(curl Fp = 0) since tqis force field is simply the negative gradient of 
the pressure field (tp =-grad p). This field can never cancel a non
conservative (curl Fb 'f 0) body force field. The unbalanced gravitational 
forces due to local changes in density are in general such a non-conserv
ative force field and so cannot be balanced by any pressure fi d~ 
always giving rise to buoyant motion. 



If the temperature coefficient of volume expansion at cons nt 

pressure is expressed as B (in units of temp- 1), the force 1 in the 

momentum equation (2.llb) can be written as 

(2.12) 

where nT is the deviation of the local temperature from some conveniently 

chosen base temperature. 

For the case under study, Eqs. (2.11) can be simplified since the 

density, temperature, and pressure are not expected to have large 

excursions relative to their mean values. We define the new variables 

P
1

, \, and p
1 

in terms of the old variables P, T, and p by the follovJing 

relations: 

p = p + pl 0 

T = T + Tl 0 

p - Po + pl 

where P
0 

, T
0 

, and p
0 

are constants. Restricting attention to the cases 

where P1/P0 << 1 and P/P
0 

<< 1 and T/T
0 

<< 1, and using the relation 

(2.12) in the momentum equation (2. llb), Eqs. (2.11) simplify to: 

Continuity : 

( 2. 13a) 

Momentwn: 
+ 

~~ + (V • grad)V = 
2+ 1 A 

v\J V - P grad P 
1 

- 8T 
1 

gi 
0 

( 2. l3b) 



( 2. l3c) 

..;-. 
where in Eq. (2.l3cL a is defined as a= k/p

0
Cp, and \'llhere 1 in Eq. 

(2.13b) is the unit vector in the vertical direction. 

The similarity between Eqs. (2.13b) and (2.l3c) ·is not quite 

noticeable with regard to their left-hand sides, and also for the first 

terms on the right-hand sides. The similarity arises due to the fact 

that both equations describe convective-diffuse transport (of momentum 

or energy) together with various source terms on the right-hand side. 

Viscosity, like thermal conduction, is a molecular transport 

phenomena, arising out of molecular motion. Thus the coefficients v and 

a in Eqs. (2.llb) and (2.llc) are, respectively, called the momentum 

diffusivity (or kinematic viscosity) and thermal diffusivity. 

So the second terms on the left-hand side of Eqs, (2.13b) and (2.13c) 

describe the convective transport, while the first terms on the right-

hand side of these equations describe the diffusive transport of the 

particular quantity under consideration. 

Equations (2.13) will be reduced to mensionless form for reasons 

described in comment (b) above. The variables are rendered dimensionless 

by multiplying or dividing them with appropriately chosen combinations of 

dimensional constants. The following set of dimensional constants is 

used herein: 



p
0 

"" Average density of air (ML- 3
). 

'V "' Kinematic viscosity of air, room temperature 
and atmospheric pressure ( T- 1

). 

b = A length-scale chosen to be characteristic for the problem. 
This can be~ say, a length of the order of the height of 
a typical room (L), 

Various combinations of the above three constants can be chosen to yield 

any desired dimension in terms of mass, length and time. In addition, 

a temperature constant is needed: 

~T0 "' A temperature difference chosen to be characteristic for 
the problem. This can be chosen to be the difference 
between the maximum and minimum of the {speci ed) surface 
temperature boundary conditions. 

These four constants form a complete set spanning the space of mass, 

length, time, and temperature. An additional constant, ~t 0 , representing 

a time interval is also defined; this apparently redundant constant is 

introduced simply for later convenience. 

The following dimensionless variables are defined in terms of the 

old dimensional variables and the five dimensional constants introduced 

above. The dimensionless lengths ong the three axes) are defined by: 

- X X- -
b 

y"" l 
b 

z 
z"'b 

The dimensionless velocity components (along the three axes) are 

defined by: 
b u = u
\) 
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- b - b W-w--V-v 3 v 

The dimensionless pressure, temperature, time, and density, respectively, 

are defined by the equations: 

A 

t = 
A 

p = 

Rewriting Eqs. (2.13) in terms of these dimensionless variables, and 

rearranging the coefficients of various terms, leads to 

Continuity : 

~ + div(V) = 0 
v(6to) at 

Momentum: 

1 (l:P+
0

*) + + v grad. di v V 

Energy : 

a~ + (\i. grad)e 
at 

( 2. 14a) 

( 2' 14b) 

+ (:__- 2~ ) ( av~)2] , 
P 0 ax.~:, 

( 2. 14c) 
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-+ 
~t/here V nm\1 represents the dimensionless velocity vector and all the 

space derivatives are in terms of the dimensionless distances. 

E. Dimensionless Numbers 

Various groups of constants appear above in dimensionless groupings. 

Two of these are well-known in literature and have been given names: 
3 2 

L>T 0 Sgb I 'V is ca l1 ed the Grashof number~ usually denoted by Gr; 'V/a is 

called the Prandtl number, usually denoted by Pr. The dimensionless 

combination b2 /'V(l>t
0

) occurring in the first terms of Eqs. (2.14) will 
A 

be denoted by Re. (It is somewhat similar to the Reynolds number usually 

defined as bV/'V, but here does not have the usual significance attached 

to the Reynolds number.) 

The other dimensionless groupings, appearing as coefficients of the 

last terms in Eqs. (2.14b) and (2.14c), will be left unnamed at the 

present in anticipation of the discussion in the next chapter, which 

shows that these terms can be dropped from Eqs. (2.14) so far as the 

behavior of air in buildings is concerned. 
A 

The three dimensionless groups Pr, Gr, and Re are discussed below 

in terms of their physical significance. These three numbers contain 

information about the essential features of the problem: two different 

physical situations having similar boundary conditions, and for which the 

numerical values of these dimensionless groups are the same, will have 

some solutions in terms of the dimensionless variables. 

The Prandtl number 'V characterizes the fluid properties rather than 

the particular flow. It is the ratio of the kinematic viscosity (momentum 

diffusivity). 'V, to the thermal diffusivity a. In other words, it is a 



measure of the relative strengths of diffusion momentum {measured by 

kinematic viscosity v ~ ~/S) and diffusion of thermal energy (measured 

with thermal diffusivity a~ k/PCp). Fluids such as heavy oils have 

high Prandtl numbers (several hundreds); water has a strongly temperature

dependent Prandtl number that varies from 13.4 at ooc to 1.9 at 93°C. 

Room air has a Prandtl number of about 0.7 and is relatively insensitive 

to temperature (0.713 at 275°K, 0.701 at 325°K). Liquid metals have 

very small Prandtl numbers, of the order of 10- 3
, 

The Grashof number gives a measure of relative strengths of 

buoyant force and viscous force. The larger the value of the Grashof 

number, the higher the relative strength of the buoyant force (with respect 

to viscous forces). Gr is defined here as B~Tpgb 9 /pv 2 • The term B~Tpg, 

with dimensions of force/unit volume, is the buoyant force acting on a 

fluid element at temperature ~T from the average. The denominator, 

pv 2/b3
• has the dimensions of force/unit volume, and is a measure of 

viscous force. The length b is a constant chosen to be characteristically 

representative of the dimension involved in the problem. 

Due to the arbitrariness involved in the choice of the length 

scale b entering the definition, the Grashof number too has some 

arbitrariness. For example, for a room of aspect ratio 10, depending on 

whether one chooses b equa 1 to the height of room or the length of 

one side of the room, the Grashof number will differ by a factor of 10 3 

(recall that b enters the definition of Grashof number raised to 

third power). 

This definition of Grashof number is not unique in another sense. 

In the literature. one sometimes finds Grashof defined in alternative ways 



that produce a dimensionless group of variables~ say, using heat flux 

instead of the temperature drop L!.T used in this definition (Ref. 21), 

Often, the Grashof number defined this way is denoted by Gr* to distin

guish it from the above definition of Grashof number: 

(2.15) 

where q is the heat flux and k is the therma'l conductivity of the fluid. 

For future reference, we introduce here another related dimension-

less number called the Rayleigh number, usually denoted by Ra. Ra is 

defined by 

Ra = Gr • Pr 

The Rayleigh number is a measure of the relative strengths of convective 

to conductive processes. 
4 For Rayleigh numbers below 10 , the boundary 

layer approximation for the flow becomes invalid. A Rayleigh number of 

larger than -10 4 is indicative of the onset of convection (Ref. 22). 

Experimental results indicate that for a hot isothermal flat vertical 

plate in a bath of cool fluid, the flow developing along the pl becomes 

turbulent for values of Ra ~ 10 10 (Ref. 23). In situations (such as 

cavities) where the flow is more restricted~ one can expect the transition 

to turbulent flow to occur at a somewhat larger value of Ra. 
A 2 

The third dimensionless group denoted here is Re = b /v(.6.t
0
). This 

is a dimensionless inverse of the time step (.6.t 0 ) introduced in the earlier 

section. This time step will be used in the iterative solution of the 

flow fields and the temperature fields~ and this is not a characteristic 

of the fluid nor of the flow under study. It should be noted here that 



for b"'3m, and \J"' L54xl0- 5 rr/sec- 1 (for room air), a value of 

~e "' 10 5 implies a 6t
0 

of 5.7 sec~ and a perfect inverse rel on holds 

between Re and (6t 0 ). 
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In Chapter 2, the equations governing fluid flow were developed and 

efly examined in order to ascertain the physical meaning of each of 

the terms occurring in them. A few assumptions were made to simplify 

the expressions without signi cantly affecting their generality. These 

equations [Eq. (2.14) of Chapter 2]~ however, still contain many terms 

that become insignificantly small, or that have a negligible influence 

on the solution for the problem of interest to us. terms must be 

identified and dropped from the equa ons. Several additional assumptions 

can be justified which further simplify the equations at the expense of 

introducing errors of only a few percent. After dropping the insignifi

cant terms and making the simplifying assumptions, the equations still 

remain quite formidable. However, a numerical scheme~ or a solution 

procedure9 can be devised in order to solve the equations under a 

specified set of boundary conditions. 

This chapter describes the simplification of the full Navier-Stokes 

equations and outlines the numerical scheme used for obtaining the 

solutions to these simplified equations. 

3.2 Identifying Insignificant T.erms in the Governi.ng E_guations 

The second term on the right-hand side of the energy equation, 

(2.14c), represents dissipation of mechanical (k·i c) energy of the 



fluid through viscous effects and appearance of this energy as heat, A 

good measure of the importance of this in a given problem is given 

by the ra o of the changes of mechanical to thermal 

the quantity: 

, i , e,, by 

If this ratio is close to one (or larger), the changes involved in kinetic 

energy are substantial enough to demand the inclusion of the viscous 

heating term in the energy equation, Such is the case in problems 

involving supersonic projectiles moving through a fluid, shock waves, 

atmospheric re-entry of spacecraft, For ow of buoyant air in a 

room, the velocities encountered are no more than about em/sec, while 

~T is of the order of l0°C, This leads to a value ~,o. 002 for the 

above ratio, This means that the pool ki ic energy available for 

possible conversion into thermal energy is insignificant compared to the 

thermal energy flows arising due to the boundary conditions on temperature, 

and this term in the energy equation can be neglected in problem under 

consideration, 

Next consider changes in the Hy of the fluid" changes 

can occur due to: (1) pressure changes, and (2) thermal expansion. In 

the former case, if the flow is steady and laminar, the f1uid flows 

along streamli defined by 

*For steady flow~ fluid particles flow along streamlines, unsteady 
flow, the streamlines can still defined by taking and me 
averages; but paths of individual fluid particles will not coinci 
with the 11 averaged 11 streamlines. 



dx 
u w 

where u, v, and w are components of local fluid velocity along x9 y9 

and z directions, respectively. We can apply Bernoulli's principle 
+ 

since the flow is steady (dV/dt = 0). Bernoulli's principle, which is 

a special case of conservation of mechanical energy applied to an ement 

of fluid in a steady laminar flow, can be used to get an order of magni-

tude estimate of the pressure change involved in the uid flow. It 

states that, at any point 11 a" along a streamline, the quantity 

a 

v
2 J ¢a+ : + d:· 

0 

is a constant. Va is the local fluid velocity at point a. The integral 
a 
f dp/p is evaluated from some reference point 0, along the streamline, 
0 

to the observation point a, and ¢a is the potential (in this case, 

gravitational potential) at a with respect to 0 due to an external 

conservative force field acting on the fluid. From this, one can estimate 

the pressure drop involved in the buoyant flow to be: 

(3.1) 

(Since the flow is arising from gravitational [buoyant] forces, ~pV 2 can 

be at most only as large as p¢a.) Using the relation for velocity of 

sound, Cs: 

(3.2) 

and combining (3. 1) and" (3.2), one obtains: 



p 

Thus one can safely neglect involving derivatives of sity 

cp/p « 1 so long as V2/Cs2 « 1. Cs for air at normal temperature 

and pressure (NTP) is 300 m/sec~ while Vmax for the regime of interest 

is$ 0.2 m/sec. Thus the approximation is well-justifi 

For non-steady (i.e., oscillating and laminar or turbul 

the momentum equation (2.2) can be used estimate (6p/p). Applying 

this equation one obtains 

v cp 
LP 

where T is the characteristic time-scale of motion and L is the charac-

teristic dimension for flow to change significantly. Therefore, 

Again. using the relation for velocity of sound (3.2), this leads to 

(3.3) 

If incompressibility is assumed. then in the continuity equation (2.1): 

d + + 
<< 1/ • v 

p dt 

i.e .• if 

op << pV or op << TV 
T L p 

Substituting for op from Eq. (3.3) above. this condition becomes 



<< TV 
L 

where Cs = 300m/sec, L ~3m, and T ~ 1 sec. This condition is 

satisfied by either turbulent or oscillating laminar air flow encountered 

inside buildings. Thus the assumption of incompressibility is well

justified for this regime also.* 

Thus9 subsequent calculations can safely neglect density changes 

due to change in velocity of flow or due to changes in pressure in the 

enclosure. The above analysis shows these changes to be totally negligible 

in magnitude (less than 1 part in 104
). 

The second process which produces density changes is the presence of 

differences in air temperature. In contrast to the density changes 

arising from pressure changes, it is clear that not only are these effects 

larger in magnitude (about 5 parts in 100). but also they are decisively 

important to the air flm\1. It is these density changes that give rise 

to the buoyancy forces that drive the flow. Ignoring these density 

changes would reduce the problem to one of pure conduction. However~ 

an approximation allowing one to neglect the terms involving derivatives 

of density from the equations of flow [Eqs. (2.14) Chapter is 

obviously very attractive. Such an approximation v10uld not only eliminate 

one more variable, but would substantially simplify the form of the 

* Pressure fluctuations in a turbulent flow do not affect the mean 
density. 



equations to be solved. 

Precisely such an approximation was suggested more than 50 years 

ago by Boussinesq. He suggested that one can simplify prob 1 em without 

sacrificing accuracy substantially if one keeps the buoyancy term in the 

momentum equations (the term involving 6: in the momentum equation), 

but ignores all the other terms involving derivatives density. With 

this approximation the effects of thermal expansion a only as a body 

force term in the momentum equations. ly and Pracht (Ref. 24) ve 

solved buoyancy problems on a computer both with and without the Boussinesq 

approximation. They conclude that so long as the value of SliT remains 

less than 0.3 (i.e., the fluid expands less than 30% during the flow), 

the error introduced due to the Boussinesq approxima on is less than 5% 

(in our calculations, BliTmax ~ 0.05). 

Another simplifying approximation will be made when solving these 

equations. We shall consider· the physical propert·ies of air to be 

constant over the temperature range of interest. The physical properties 

of air enter the calculations through two variables: the Prandtl numbet~ 

and the Grashof number. Over the range of 0-50°C, the Prandtl number for 

air decreases by 2%, and the Grashof number, for a given LiT and L, 

decreases by a factor of 0.47 (Ref. 25). In the calculational procedure 

used here, it is possible to take into account these changes by calculat~ 

ing the local values of the Prandtl and Grashof numbers every time they 

appear in the equation. In fact, for a problem involving buoyancy-driven 

flow in water, one would probably find it necessary to do this. But for 

air flows inside buildings, the error introduced into the calculations 

by ignoring the variation in physical properties of air is small enough, 
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if one makes sure that when deducing the actual (dimensional) heat fluxes 

from surfaces, etc., one uses the proper values of physical properties 

of air. 

With these two approximations9 the equations to be solved reduce 

to: 

+ 
Continuity: div(V) = 0 (3.4a) 

Momentum: 
+ 

A dV + + + 
Re dt + (V•I!)V "' ( 3 .4b) 

Energy: 

A ae + 
Re at + (V • grad)e ( 3 .4c) 

where we have written t for the variable t of Eqs. (2.14). Equations 

(3,4), together with the appropriate boundary conditions, define the 

problem completely. Since the temperature boundary conditions inside 

rooms change only slowly,* it is acceptable to seek steady-state, time-

independent solutions to these equations. This is not to say that we 

neglect turbulent fluctuating flow; instead, we mean that transient 

phenomena such as the details of how the flow starts, etc., are not of 

prime importance to the particular problem of building physics that is 

being addressed here, 

Equations (3.4) comprise a set of five coupled partial differential 

*The flow is set up in a few minutes~ while the boundary condi ons 
change typically over a period of hours. 



equations [Eq. (3.4b), expressed in vector notation, is really three 

equations]. The equations are second order are nonlinear, i.e., 

an arithmetic multiple of the solution fiel will not. in general. 

satisfy the equations; thus, the principle of superposition is 

applicable. 

3.3 Brief Review of the Relevant Sections from the - ~ 

Theory of Partial Differential ~~tions 

Second-order partial differential equations in one independent 

variable are classified into parabolic. elliptic, or hyperbolic in much 

the same way as one classifies a second-order algebraic equation in two 

variables. In general, one can write a quasi-linear second-order partial 

differential equation as 

(3.5) 

(The equation is called quasi-linear, meaning linear with respect to the 

highest partial derivative.) By a suitable orthogonal transformation, 

the symmetric matrix formed by ements [amn{x1)J can be diagonali 

The same transformation on the independent variables will yield new 

variables Y; in terms of which, in Eq. (3.2), all mixed second-order 

derivatives disappear (i.e,, terms of type 

are eliminated from the equation). This ct is used in the classification 

of equations of the type (3,5) (Ref. ). Let the new variables be 



denoted by x; 0 ~ i = 1 ~ ... ~N. Then, 

(l) Equation (3.5) is of the parabolic t,xpe at the point x = xio 

(i = 1 ,2, ... ~N) if at least one of the coefficients 

ak(x10 ) is zero. 

(2) Equation (3.5) is of the ultrahyperbolic t,xpe at the point 

X;= x10 (i = 1 ,2, .. ,N) if all the coefficients ak(xi
0

) 

(k = 1,2, ... ,N) are non-zero but do not have the same sign. 

In particular, Eq. (3.5) is of the hyperbolic ty~_ if only 

one coefficient among the ak(x;
0

) (k=l,2, ... ,N) has a sign 

different from all others. 

(3) Equation (3.5) is of the elliptic type at the point x1 = xio 

(i = L2,,.,N) if all the coefficients ak(x10 ) (k= 1,2, ... ,N) 

are non-zero and have the same sign. 

Familiar examples of elliptic, hyperbolic, and parabolic types of equa ons 

are, respectively: 

a2 u + a2
u 

"" 0 -2 
ax 2 ay 

(3.6) Laplace's equation: 

'0
2 u a2 u 

"" 0 ~.~ - -
ax 2 ayz the wave equation: {3. 7) 

the diffusion equation: a2 u au 0 - - "' 
ax 2 at 

(3.8) 

The existence of a solution of any of the three types of equations 

is closely connected with the specification of the boundary conditions. 

Recall that a single equation in the independent variables. S(x1 ,x2 ••••• xN) 

= o. defines a hypersurface in the space of these variables. Recall also 



that the boundary conditions specified on such a hypersurface for second 

order partial differential equations are classified into types: 

(a) Cauchy boundary condition is s if·ied when the values of 

the unknown function U(x 9x 9···~xN) and of its partial 

derivatives along a direction normal to a hypersurface are 

prescribed. 

(b) The Dirichl condition consis in prescribing only the 

values of the unknown function on a hypersurface. 

(c) For the Neumann condition, only the values of the derivatives 

of a function along the normal to a hypersurface are described. 

The literature (see e.g., Ref. 26) contains the following rule thumb 

to indicate general correlation between the types of the equa ons and 

the types of boundary conditions that may lead to a stable solution of 

the differential equation: 

(a) Elliptic equations: Dirichlet or Neumann conditions on 

a closed hypersurface. 

(b) Parabolic equations: Di chl or Neumann conditions on 

an ~- hypersurface. A stable solut·ion exists on one si 

of the hypersurface only. 

(c) Hyperbolic equations: Cauchy conditions on an open hyper

surface, If the hypersurface is finite~ the Cauchy conditions 

must be supplemented by Dirichl or Neumann condi ons on 

another hypersurface. 
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An examination of Eqs. (3.4) shows that, in general, the equations 

are of the elliptic type and we will need a Dirichlet or Neumann boundary 

condition on a closed surface, In some pa icular appli on of these 

equations, such as, for example, fluid flow in one direc on without 

recirculation (e.g., air flow in a Trombe wall channel), the tions 

can be put in 12arabolic form and they then require different boundary 

conditions. See Refs. 14 and 27 for such an application. For flow in 

a room. there is recirculation in all three directions and the equations 

are truly elliptic. 

For parabolic flows. it is possible to solve the flow equations 

numerically by using a ''marching procedure"; it is so called since one 

begins the evaluation of flow fields from the upstream position where 

Dirichlet or Neumann conditions are specified on an open hypersurface. 

The solution procedure then involves "marching" in the dm'lnstream direction 

evaluating the new flow fields at each new grid plane using the values of 

the flow fields at the upstream grid planes. Since the flow has no 

recirculation in the direction of marching, one can evaluate the flow 

fields at an upstream plane without having to worry about the flow 

behavior at the downstream posi ons, Notice here that recirculation 

in directions orthogonal to the direction of main flow still would allow 

application of the marching procedure, provided one accounted for recirc

ulation within each grid plane as one marched along the flow in the 

downstream direction. This important advance is documented and described 

in Ref, 27, This simplification is not obtained for elliptic flows, 

where there are no 11 downstream" and 11 Upstream" locations for the flow 

as a \\!hole (except locally, ~tJhere for a definite local velocity direction 



there still can be def·ined _locallY upstream and 1 downstream points, 

in the immediate neighborhood of the point of i t). 

Thus the numerical procedure for elliptic ows has to proceed, 

generally, using iterative evaluation of the ow fields at various grid 

points spaced throughout the volume under invest1 on. The coupl 

and nonlinear character of the equations, though intimidating for an 

analytic approach to the solutions, produces no essential complications 

for an iterative procedure. So long as one can ensure that at each 

iteraction, the fields are being updated towards the correct solution, 

one can generally be confident that convergence can be obtained. 

The objective of the numerical solution procedure to be used here 
~ 

is to determine the velocity field V and temperature eld e which 

satisfy the equations (3.4) and the imposed boundary conditions. To 

determine these elds. the space is divided into fini and discrete 

cells~ each centered around a grid point. The fields are evaluated at 

each of the grid points and the value of the variable each grid point 

will be the value of that variable averaged over the 1 surrounding 

the point. The choice of the grid scheme is ·influenced by the geometry 

of the problem~ the nature of the expected flow~ and the choice of the 

discretization scheme. 

3,4 The Soluti 

To approximate the field by a nite number grid poi implies 

that the differential equations (3.4) must be converted into difference 

equations. These equations are then solved, usually by iteration~ to 

obtain the various field variables at the d points. 



There is an obvious difficulty in the solution 0 (3.4); 

given the velocity field~ one can think of solution procedures for 

obtaining the temperature fi d (by~ say, iteration) under the given 

temperature boundary conditions, by solving Eq. (3.4c). Also~ if the 

pressure field P is known, one can solve Eq. {3.4b) for the velocity 

field, given the boundary conditions. The non'linearity of the velocity 

equation (3.4b) and the linkage between (3.4c) and (3.4b} [introduced 
3 through buoyant body-force term Gr • 8 • o; in (3.4b)] can be handled by 

iteration. However~ the calculation of the pressure field is indeter

mina ; pressure builds up where inflow exceeds the outflow, and drops 

down wherever outflow exceeds inflow, This pressure field, acting on the 
+ 

momentum equation (3,4b) (via the VP term) enforces the continuity 

equation. But as the equations stand. there is no way of obtaining 

this pressure field. 

For two-dimensional elliptic problems, the popular approach is to 

cast the equations (3,4) in terms a stream function and vorticity field. 

The pressure is eliminated from the momentum equations by differentiating 

the u equation by y and the v equation by x and subtracting one from 

the other, The vorticity ~ is defined as 

au av 
l; "" ay ax 

One thus obtains the governing equation for vorticity. The stream 

function w is defined by 

aw = -v ax 



The stream function and vorticity are related by 

The continuity equation can be incorporated into the transport equation 

for~ by using a vector identityo 

In extending this approach three dimensions. one to work 

with a vorticity vector in place of scalar vorticHy in two-

dimensional problems (for example. see 0 28). The concept of stream 

function becomes meaningless. In place we use a veloci ntial 

vector. Thus we now deal with six components in all s whose physical 

meaning is not immediately obvious. This approach is thus more lica 
7 

than that using the primitive variables V and P for three dimensions. 
+ 

The approaches using V and P can extended to two or dimen~ 

sional solutions with little modification and the schemes intended for 

two dimensions can easily be extended to three-dimensional problems, The 
+ 

essential differences in the various schemes using V and P as the variables 

to be solved lies in the way the nite difference equations are set up 

and the choice of the grid system. 

Several authors have constructed s 
+ 

for handling the (V,P) 

variables; among these are the pioneeri work of the Alamos group 

(Ref. 29) and the papers by Chorin (Ref. 30). Piacsek and Wil"!iams (Ref. 

31), and Deardorff (Ref. 32) and Thommen (Ref, 33), These methods, 

except that of Deardorff, have been applied 

Deardorff has calculated the turbulent vel ty fl 

ively to laminar flow, 

tions by 

calculating the unsteady laminar motion of fluid elements. Application 

of these methods with turbulent models in three-dimensional situations 
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is very rare (Ref. 34). Our calculational approach follows the formula

tion of Patankar and Spalding in their recent works (Ref. 35). 

The numerical solution technique attempts to find the steady-state 

solution by starting from initially specified values of the field 
-+ 

variables (V~P,e) and iteratively calculating the values of the flow 

fields at successive incremental values of time, by using the time~ 

dependent governing equations the kind (3.4). This is continued un 

a converged solution is reached. (By converged solution, we mean that 

the fractional change in the flow fields from one iteration to the next 

is less than some prescribed number. In the li 

ranges anywhere from 10- 3 to 10- 8 (Ref. 36).) 

ture, this number 

The pressure is calculated us·ing the continuity equation; the grid 
-+ 

points where div•V is positive being assigned lower values of P, and 
-+ 

the grid points where div·V is negative being assigned higher values 

of P for the next iteration. The magnitude of this change in the value 
-+ 

of Pis determined from the (local) magnitude and sign of div·V and from 

the relative strength of the coefficient with which (grad p) enters the 

equation for calculating the (local) values of velocity components 

(Ref. 37). 

It should be noted here that the procedure will find steady-state 

solutions to the Eqs. {3.4). If under the boundary conditions and other 

particularities of the situation the flow should in fact exhibit an 

oscillatory character (by this is meant steady, laminar, oscillatory flow 

before transition to full turbulence), the calculational procedure has 

no definite way of determining this and will try to converge to a steady

state solution. For solution of turbulent flows 3 equations of a turbulence 
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model can be added to Eqs. (3.4) and incorporated in the calculational 

sequence. Of course, in the a ence of such equa ens. the calculational 

uence will try to converge to a lami solution for a situation 

where the real flow will actually be 
-~~~~~-~~~ 

The appropri s of 

a particular choice of solution or modeling equations must, 

of course, be finally judged by comparison with experiment. 

The second point to be noted is that ''convergence" as used above is 

with reference to the development of the flow fields \'lith iterations. 

A.nother meaning of the word "convergence" applied to a numeri solution 

procedure is that in the limit as the size of discretized steps (6X. 6Y, 

6Z and 6t) used in the numerical scheme goes to zero. the discreti 

equations should converge to the original differential equations. 

(Trivial as this requirement may seem, it is possible make mi s ta 

in the discretization and solve the !~ron,g. differentia·l equat·lon as a 

result!) The d'ifferencing scheme employed here ( ow) satisfies this 

requirement of convergence in the limit of 6X,6Y,6Z,6t + 0. 

ltJe begin by revwi ti ng Eqs. ( 3. 4) in a more conven·i ent form; 

note that for any field variables ¢, we can wri 

+ + + + 
( V • grad)¢ ·~ d i v ( V ¢) ~ ¢d i v • V "' d i v ( V ¢) 

+ 
(since div•V = 0). ¢can take values of the velocity components in 

Eq. ( 3 .4b), or e in Eq. (3.4c). Thus~ Eqs. (3.4) can be rewritten as: 

Continuity: + 
div(V) ::: 0 (3.1la) 

Momentum: 
+ 

A av. + + 2+ 
Greo1 Re 1 + div(V•V.) :::: \1 V - grad p + (3.1lb) a 1 3 
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Energy: 
"' ae + Re at + div(Ve) = (3.llc) 

The solution procedure for Eqs. (3.11) will be described below in three 

sections, each relating to (1) the difference equations, (2) the choice 

of grids, and (3) the iterative procedure. 

A. 

The space of interest is assumed to be a rectangular para11e1piped. 

We construct a rectangular grid that fi11s this entire space of interest. 

The axes of the grid are parallel to the edges of the (rectangular 

parallel-piped) space, which are also aligned with the coordinate axes. 

Figure 2 shows a representative node P of this grid with its neighbors. 

The node P is surrounded by the neighboring grid nodes N (north) 

and S (south) along the axis; E (east) and W (west) along the ±Y axis; 

and U (up) and D (down) along the ±X axis, at distances PN, PS, PE, PW, 

PU, and PD, respectively (these distances are not necessarily equal). 

The control volume surrounding the grid node P is formed by planes that 

perpendicularly bi the line segments PN. • etc. at points n, s, e. 

w. u, and d, respectively. The nite difference uations are obtained 

by integrating the equations (3.11) over the control volume. 

The time is discretized into time steps of size ~t. From the known 

values of the variables at time t, we want to find their values at time 

t + ~t. There are. in general, b.JO approa for achieving this. One 

can either update the variable at each grid node individually, using the 

old values of the variable at all other grid nodes or one can update all 
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the grid nodes simultaneously. The former approach is called the "explicit" 

method and the latter the "implicit" method.* Explicit methods are 

simpler to formulate and solve, but have an upper limit on the 1 t 

time step that is acceptable without leading to divergence. Implicit 

methodss on the other hand9 are somewhat more complicated to formulate 

and generally require matrix inversion calculate the variables at the 

new time (t+.L:-t)~ but have no such limita on on size of the maximum 

allowable time step. Since the steady sta situations are of interest 

heres it is desirable to use quite large values of 6t; therefore the 

implicit method of solution is selected. 

Equation (3,llc) can be written in the following form 

Re ~ 
dt 

(3.12) 

(Note that the equations are all in dimensionless variables from now on.) 

Integrating over the control volume, the l 

R"e ( e P - e ~ )( 6X 6Y .L:-Z) 

6t 

hand side of (3.12) yields 

where the superscript 11 0 11 denotes va 1 ues at time t 9 a its a 

denotes values at times t+6t. (.6X6Y6Z) is the volume of the contr~ol 

element and 6t is the time step. The terms on the right-hand side of 

Eq. (3.12) give rise to surface integrals via Gauss's theorem. 

*To be more precise, the explicit method uses the values of variables at 
time t for computing spatial derivatives used in the equation for evalu
ating the variable at time t+.L:-t. The implicit method uses the (unknown) 
values of variables at time level t+.L:-t for calculating the spatial 
derivatives in the equation for evaluating the variable at time t+.L:-t. 
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reasons described below, we will consider them together. 

Consider the face marked "area " of the control volume between 

points P and E in Fig. 2. To evaluate the contribution of this face to 

the surface integral, one must make an assumption about the way e varies 

between P and E; make an educated guess about the average value of e n 

this face midway between P and E. If one assumes that e varies linea y 

between points P and E, the contribution Ce of this face to the surface 

integral arising from integrating the righ hand side of (3.12) is 

(3.13) 

where Ve is the V-component of the velocity evaluated at point e.* As 

shown ow, this formulation must be modified under certain circumstances 

depending on the magnitude and direction of Ve· 

Similar contributions from the other five faces of the control 

volume will appear in the full equation. When all the terms are added 

together, the general form of the equation will be: 

Apep = AEeE + Awew + ANeN + Ases + Aueu + A0e0 + B 
(3.14) 

where the coefficients A are given by, for example, 

* Other assumptions of variations of variables lead to different formula-
tions of the difference equations. See, for example, Raithby and 
Torrence (Ref. 38). 
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and where an thee values are at time t+Lit; B contains the value of e 

at timet. In solving Eq. (3.14) for ep~ the temperature at node Pis 

a function of the temperature at all surrounding grid nodes. Specifically, 

the dependence of ep on, for example, eE can be determined by rearranging 

(3, 13) 

A 

Re(t:,XMLIZ) 
t:,t 8p ~e) eE + other terms 

(3.15) 

The magnitude and sign of (Ve/2) with respect to (1/Pr• can make the 

coefficient of eE in the above equation positive or negative. A large 

positive V will make this coefficient negative. Similarly, a large 

negative V will make the coefficient of ew negative, and so on. 



temperature at E 

are physically implausible, Of course, what is happening is that at 

large positive values of V, eE will be downstream of ep and should have 

practically no effect (and certainly a negative 

more clearly why this unacceptable result was obtai 

on ep, To see 

9 one must go back 

to the assumptions made in deriving Eq. (3.13). It was assumed that 

there was a linear variation of values of e between nodes P and E. 

But if the component of velocity ·is sufficiently large, the convect·ion 

effects will completely dominate the diffusion effects in the x-direction. 

Then a better approximation to the value of e at point e wnl be ep 

[instead of (ep+eE)/2]. Also, since the va·lue of ep is ing convected 

towards E much more strongly than the diffusion of eE towards P, the 

di ion flux across the 
.::;~:~::.;;::...;.~::~ 

e FE in Fig, 2 will negligible. Thus 

\IJe must modify the coefficie A in Eq. (3.14), taking into account the 

local magnitude and sign of the velocity vector, such that these 

coefficients are never negative. This is precisely what the hybrid 

formula on achieves, as shown below, 

The hybrid formulation (so call it is a hybrid of the 

11 Central 11 and "upstream11 difference schemes) considers the d·irection and 

magnitude of the local fluid flow and determines how the difference 

equation is to be formulated. If the fluid velocity is suff·iciently 

high so that the contribution from the downstream node is going to be 

negative and the contribution from the upstream node is going be ·large 

[as formulated in Eq. (3.13)]. then the hybrid formulation modifies the 

difference equation for that grid node and that me step from a · 
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11 Central difference" formulation [as incorporated in (3.13)] to an 

11 Upstream difference 11 formulation. In the upstream difference formula-

tion, the variable at the grid node upstream of node P is allowed to 

completely dominate the equation for the new value of ep, while the 

variable at a node downstream of P does not appear in the equation at 

all. In physical terms, the downstream convection of the value of the 

variable has now begun to dominate the diffusion of the value of that 

variable against the direction of the flow. 

For this purpose, one must examine the coefficients such as that 

on the right-hand side of (3.15) 

( 1 ) 1 \ Ve \ If Pr • PE > T ' 
coefficient is positive and the expression is 1 eft 

as it appears in (3.13). 

(2) If Ve • PE • Pr ~ 2, then Ve is sufficiently large 

dominate the diffusion effects, and Ce = -Ve • • ep. 

(3) If Ve • PE • Pr ~ -2, then again Ve is so large that 

diffusion effects are small; however. in this case. the 

direction of the convection is opposite to that in 

case (2) above. Then. 

These values of Ce in turn lead to the following choices for the 

coefficient AE of eE in Eq. (3.14): 

0 



Such an evaluation is made for each of the coeffici A in Eq , ( 3. 14) , 

For a more detailed jus fication and explanation of this scheme, 

see Appendix A, Refs. 19 and 

Other schemes exist for ensuring that the difference scheme will 

yield physically significant results by always sfying part (1) of 

the above scheme, i.e,, keeping !VeePE·Prj < 2. Taking small enough 

grids will reduce PE and satisfy the inequality; using an artificially 

small Pr (the method of artificial viscosity) will also suffice. These 

schemes lead to compromises too; these might be in terms of the need for 

large computer times and storage requirements, or the complications 

associated with estimating the amount of artificial viscosity needed 

and its presence in those regions where it is not needed in order to 

obtain acceptable solu ons, 

B. The Grid Construction 

The choice of the grid scheme (in which we formulate the equations) 

is influenced by the considerations that the flow properties should be 

conserved across the face of the control volume. One must set up 

equations in such a way that what is calculated to be leaving one control 

volume through a particular is identical to what is calculated to 

be entering the neighboring control volume sharing that particular 

Experience has shown that though conservation need not be an essential 

property of a numerical solution scheme, conservative systems do generally 

give more accurate results (Ref, 40), Torrance et al (Ref, 41) have shown 

how, for the driven cavity problem, the use of conservative equations of 

only fi order accuracy is more than the use of non-conserva ve 
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equations of second order accuracy. The conservative requirement is not 

completely trivial. Consider, example, the two neighboring control 

volumes centered around nodes A and B with a common face denoted by ab. 

If one assumes that the fluid leaving the control volume surrounding A 

{here denoted by [A] for brevity) leaves with temperature, viscous 

diffusivity, and velocity cal ated node A, and crosses the face ab 

entering in [B] with temperature, viscous diffusivity, and velocity 

calculated at node B, inconsistencies may arise. To avoid this, one 

must therefore calculate these properties the common face ab somehow. 

Further, two peculiar problems turn up even if one makes the 

calculation of velocities at the common face by averaging the velocities 

of the neighboring grid nodes of each face. Consi the one-dimensional 

flow field depicted in Fig. 3. This flow eld is conservative, as 

defined above, despite its being unacceptable as a realistic flow field. 

(For simplicity, we have shown only a one-dimensional situation, but one 

can easily see the problem getting more complicated in two or three 

dimensions.) A, B, C~ D, and E are grid nodes centered at the control 

volumes [A], [B], [C], [D], and [E], respectively, with common faces ab 

be, ad, de, etc. A hypothetical velocity distribution is shown in Fig. 3 

with velocity at each grid node being written near it. 

The velocity of fluid at each face is 175 units (average of -50 

and 400) and so it appears that the above distribution of velocities 

satisfies the continuity equation for each control volume, and hence 

for the entire space, exactly. In this example, the principle of 

calculating velocity at the faces of the control volumes has been 

strictly followed. 
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A HYPOTHETICAL ONE-DIMENSIONAL VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION, 
WHERE THE VELOCITIES ARE EVALUATED AT THE CENTER OF 
THE CONTROL VOLUME. THIS VELOCITY FIELD SATISFIES 
THE D!SCRETIZED CONTINUITY EQUATION MENTIONED IN THE 
TEXT. 
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Now consider Fig. 4. This gure shows a hypothetical pressure 

distribu on that may develop in the process of solving the equa ons. 

Consider the effect 

say [C]. 

this pressure distribution on a control volume, 

A pressure difference of 300 units acts on the face ba of [C] and 

a pressure difference of 300 units acts on the face ad of [C] in the 

opposite direction. Thus the net force lt by [C] due to this pressure 

dis ibution is zero; this is true of every control volume, and hence of 

the entire space of interest. In other words, a pressure distribution 

like that shown above, though unacceptable~ is indistinguishable from 

zero pressure everywhere for our difference scheme. 

From these considerations it appears that a scheme involving the 

primitive variables P and V that are calculated at the center of the 

control volume will, if at all, converge to a solution that is a super

position of the real solution and an arbitrary amount of the 11 null 

solutions 11 for velocity and pressure as shown above. 

To solve both the difficulties mentioned above (i.e,, that of 

conservative fluid flow and of obtaining a sensible pressure field) we 

resort to the simple device of calculating the velocity field at sub-nodes 

positioned on the faces of the control volumes [A], [B], etc. in Figs. 3 

and 4. Thus, for the one-dimensional system being described, two grids 

are used: the main grid nodes, centered in the control volumes [A], [B], 

etc., at which the pressure and temperature fi ds are evaluated; and a 

sub-grid of sub-nodes located midway between the nodes of the main grid 

for evaluating the velocity field only. The values of velocity evaluated 

at these sub-nodes will be the average value of the velocity of the 
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A HYPOTHETICAL PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, IN A ONE
DIMENSIONAL GRID, WHOSE NET EFFECT ON THE CONTROL 
VOLUMES (CENTERED AROUND NODES A,B,C,,,,) IS 
EXACTLY ZERO, THOUGH SUCH A PRESSURE FIELD IS 
PHYSICALLY UNACCEPTABLE. 

Fig. 4 
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ume centered around the rticular sub-

Thus, in Fig. 3 the outflow of fluid passing from [B] to [C] is 

simply the value of the velocity at the sub-node on the face be. The 

problems arising from the averagi procedure used for calculating the 

ocity at the face thus disappear. 

Similarly in Fig, 4~ the pressure at nodes B and C drives the 

velocity control volume centered around the sub-node located on the face 

be. Since this control volume has i faces passing precisely through 

nodes B and C, problems arising from the differencing procedure used 

for calculating the pressure difference across each face separately now 

disappear. The net pressure difference across the points B and C is 

exactly the pressure difference experienced by the fluid in the control 

volume centered on the sub-node on be, and with faces passing through 

the nodes B and C. 

This scheme is extended in three dimensions by having three separate 

sub-grids for the three components of the fluid velocity. The nodes of the 

sub-grid for the ith component of velocity (i = 1, 2 or 3) are located 

midway between the nodes of the main grid and their neighbors in the ith 

di on (i = 1, 2 or 3). Thus the u-components are calculated with a 

sub-grid using nodes u, d, etc. in g. 2; the v-components with a sub

grid with nodes at w, e, etc.; and thew-components with a sub-grid with 

nodes at s, n, etc. The details of the resulting grid scheme as shown 

in Fig. 5. 

The equations for the velocity components [Eq. (3.1lb)] are cast 

into finite difference form in precisely the same manner as described 
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above for the energy equation; however, here one must also include the 

pressure derivative and the (buoyant) body force terms that are absorbed 

in the constant Bin the equation like (3.14). 

We now di our attention to the calculation of the pressure 

field. The continuity equation (3.11a) is imposed on the velocity field 
-+ 

as follows: V • V = 0 integrated over the control volume in Fig. 2 

yields 

FU ( U - U ) + FE ( V - V ) + FN ( W - Wd) = 0 e w n s u 

The pressure gradients are to be used to ensure that the velocity field 

obeys this condition. 

Rewriting Eq. (3.11b) for the v-component evaluated at node e in 

Fig. 2 as 

where v; is the value of the V-component at node e to be evaluated, 

Ae is the coefficient of v;, and FE is the area upon which the pressure 

difference acts. In solving Eq. (3.17) for v*, we use the values of 

pressure obtained in the previous iteration (hence the 11 011 superscript). 

* The result of solving this equation will be denoted by V . Similarly~ 

* * we use U and W to denote the velocity components obtained by solving 

Eq. (3.l1b) for the U and W components of ve'locity. Since any constraint 

of the type of Eq. (3.16) has not been imposed in solving for U*, V*, and 

w* in this iteration, the velocity field obtained by u*. v*. and w* does 

not satisfy the continuity equation, (3.16). They would do so if we 

had used correct (new) values of pressure in equations such as (3.17). 



Denoting by P' the amount by which the P values were in error, i.e .• 

(3. 18) 

where P is the 11 COrrect'' pressure fi d lfJhich will produce ocity 

fields satisfying the continuity 

(3.17) the veloci components 

on (3.1la). Notice that in Eq. 

v*. and w* are linearly dependent on 

P. So once we calculate P' ~ it is easy to the velocity 

components by including the effect of P'. In • this is precisely 

* the basis of calculating P' from U • * • and W . If we denote by U. V. 

and W the corrected velocity components, then, by Eq. (3.17). we have 

equations of the type 

(3.19) 

where Ve are the correct velocity components. The equation (3.19) for 

u. V, and W can be substituted into Eq. (3.16) to obtain an equation 

for the P' field, Eq. (3.20) below. 

If the coefficients (FE/Ae) appearing in equatcions of type 

(3.19) are denoted by COFU for the U-field, COFV for the V- eld~ and 

COFltJ for the W field, and if the coefficients ar·e subscripted by the 

notation of the nodes marked in Fig. 5, we obtain the equation for P' as: 

I I I 

(COFUu • FU)Pu + (COFUd • FU)P0 + (COFVe • FE)PE 

+ (COFVw • FE)P~~ + (COFW 5 • FN)P~; + (COFNn • FN)P~ 

(v*- v*) + FN(w*- w*)J w e · s n 
{ ' ) \3.20 



The constants COFU, COFV~ and COFW defined above are evaluated during 

calculation of the component fields u*. v*. and w*. Thus (3.20) 

is enough to determine the pressure correction fi d P1
, lving this 

equation will yi d a P' fi d which can then be used to obtain U, V, 

and W components satisfying (3.lla) via u*. v*. and w* components 

and equations like (3.19). This will yi d a velocity fi d satis ng 

the continuHy equation, (3.16). 

C. The Method of Solution 

The iterative method of solution of these equations is obviously 

preferred. Iterative methods can easily handle nonlineari while 

maintaining the linearity of the equations to be solved in each ·iteration. 

They are much faster than the older direct methods (such as Cramer's rule 

or Gaussian elimination*) because they make use of the sparseness of the 

matrix of coefficients the equations to be solved. (By sparse matrix 

we mean a matrix with a large number of elements being zero. This 

arises from the fact that in each different equation, only the eld 

variables of neighboring nodes are involved.) 

The Gauss-Seidel iterative method (see, e.g., Ref. 42) is relatively 

slow in its rate of convergence compared to the implicit alternating

direction method; especially for large values of N (Ref. 43). The 

alternating-direction method makes use of splitting the time-step to 

obtain the equations in a form which requires only the inversion of a 

*To solve a system of 26 equations in 26 unknowns by Cramer 1 s rule on 
a CDC-6600 would require an estimated 1016 years- a million times the 
present estimate of the age of the Universe. 
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tri-diagonal matrix"* This is extremely a ive since extremely fast 

algorithms for inversion -diagonal matrices, popularly called TDMA 

(for Tri-Diagonal Matrix Algorithms). exist" 

The AD! method. as applied to a rectangular grid in three dimensions. 

proceeds by splitting time-step into three fi sweep 

of the iteration begins by solving the uation [say, for the e field, 

Eq. (3.llc)] for nodes on a single line parallel to the. • x axis. 

The values of e for all nodes along this particular line the main grid 

are considered unknowns, while for all other grid-nodes, the values of e 

obtained from the last iteration, denoted by 8°, are used as the best 

estimate. The resulting set of linear algebraic equations (equal to 

IXMAX in number if are IXMAX nodes along the x irection) each 

contain only three unknowns; each equation involves three unknown values 

of e on three consecutive neighboring nodes (along the line under consid-

eration). The resulting of equations, considered as a matrix 

equation. has a tri-diagonal rna x of cients which can be 

readily inverted to solve the equations. This procedure, when repeated 

for each line parallel to the x-axis in the three-dimensional rectangular 

parallelpiped grid, gives rise to an intermediate e field, whic~ we will 

call 81 here. (This field is intermedia because the ADI procedure has 

split the time-step, ~t. in three, and has advanced the e field by only 

~t/3 while solving Eq. (3,llc) along each line parallel to the x-axis.) 

Now using 81 as the best estimate, the nodes along each line the grid 

parallel to the axis are updated~ line by line9 to the (split) time of 

2~t/3 by advancing the calculation by another ~t/3 from 8
1

• The newly 

*A tri-diagonal matrix is a square matrix with only the main diagonal 
and the sub and super elements being non-zero. 
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obtained fields are denoted by, say, 82 • The procedure is repeated, 

advancing field 82 by another ~t/3, this last time solving the tri

diagonal matrix equations formed by considering nodes along each line 

parall to the z-axis, one line at a time. This brings the field 8° a 

full time-step ~t forward to the field e. This advance was obtained by 

solving nothing more complicated than a simple tri-diagonal matrix, 3N 2 

times if there was a total of N3 points in the three-dimensional grid. 

The time-step was split in three, and each substep was used to advance 

the field solving along lines parallel to a different axis. 

This similar solution procedure is used to calculate fields u*, 

v*, and w* mentioned in Eq. (3.20). The resulting fields are then used 

to formulate equations for the P' field, as defined in Eq. (3.20). 

The P' field is solved next, again using the ADI procedure for a 

rapid solution. The initial 11 best 11 estimates of P' required in the 

evaluation of P' by ADI is zero everywhere. This p• is then added to 

the old value of P (denoted by P0
), to obtain the new value of P field 

[Eq. (3.18)]. This value of P' is also used to obtain the corrected 

value of the velocity-component field via equations like (3.19), from 

' the u*, v* and w* fields. 

The calculational sequence is thus as follows: 

(1) Read in the boundary conditions, fluid properties, 

grid locations, and time step size. 

(2) Construct sub-grids for velocity components. 

{3) Initialize values of the fi ds. 

(4) Calculate the temperature field at the main grid nodes by 

solving the energy equation (3.1lc) for time step size ~t. 



(5) Calcula the intermedia veloci components u*, v*. and 

w* at the nodes of their~ sub~,grids by solving 

equa ons (3.llb) for a time step ~t. 

momentum 

(6) Calculate the pressure on p• needed to make the 

velocity field sat·isfy the continuity equation (3.1la) by 

vi ng Eq . ( 3 , 20) • 

(7) Using P', obtain velocHy components U, V, and W via 

equa ons 1 i (3.19). Hris is the new velocity field 

for this me step. 

(8) Update the sure f-ield by Eq. (3.18). 

(9) Check for convergence by culating the fractional change 

in the field values from the last iteration. If convergence 

·is not yet ined, go back to step (4). 

3.5 ~ndary ConsJi~ns 

The boundary conditions. described below, are handled by construct~ 

ing the gri as cted in Fig. 6 (in this figure, the z~dimension has 

been suppress for the sake of clarity), Notice that the rna "in grid 

nowhere coincides with the physical boundary and always has one plane 

(the line in Fig. 6) of main grid nodes on the other side of the physical 

boundary by a half cell-length. 

The velocity component sub-gri are constructed in such a way that 

each of the physical boundaries the (rectangular) space under study 

coincides with an edge of the sub-grid for the velocity component normal 

to that boundary. For example, in Fig. 6 the sub-grid for the U-component 

has its lower edge coinciding wi the i ca ·1 boundary norma 1 to the 
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Fig 6. DETAILS OF GRID NEAR A CORNER OF THE PHYSICAL 
BOUNDARY, Z DIMENSION HAS BEEN SUPPRESSED 
FOR CLARITY, THE GRID PENETRATES INTO THE 
PHYSICAL BOUNDARY BY A HALF CELL-LENGTH, 
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X-axis. while the edge of the sub-grid for the V-component 

with the physical boundary normal to the Y-axis. 

ncides 

The following method imposing the prescribed boundary conditions 

is used for calculations of e. u*. v*, w*. and P': 

(1) The user-specified values of eat the physical boundary are 

ensured by requiring, in each iteration. that the~~~,~~~ 

of the value of e at the two main grid nodes bracketing the 

particular region of the physical boundary equals the value 

prescribed at that region of the physical boundary. In Fig. 6. 

for example. the values of e calculated at nodes s1 and B2 

will be required to average to the (user-prescribed) value 

of e at the boundary region C bracketed by nodes Bl and 82. 

This procedure has an additional advantage for calculating 

the temperature gradient the physical boundary (point C in 

Fig, 6) by simply differencing the value of 8 calculated for 

nodes on either side of the boundary (nodes 81 and 82 in Fig. 6), 

(2) The prescribed velocity boundary conditions for each component 

are imposed in the same manner as described above whenever the 

sub-grid for that component does not coincide with that 

physical boundary, In Fig. 6. if the boundary value of the 

U-component (specified on the physical boundary parallel to 

the X-axis) is zero. the calculational procedure ensures that 

at each iteration the average of the values of U* (and U) 

calculated at sub-grid nodes A1 and A2, always equals zero. 

In those cases when the particular sub-grid nodes coincide 
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with the physical boundary (for example, the sub-grid for U 

components and the physical boundary normal to the X-axis in 

Fig. 6), the prescribed values of the component at the physical 

boundary are used for the values of the component at the 

coincident nodes {node Din Fig. 6). 

(3) In calculating the P' field, the boundary condition is imposed 

(in the calculations) that the gradient of P' normal to the 

physical boundary should equal zero. This boundary condition 

is used only for calculating flows inside completely closed 

enclosures. or inside enclosures with specified inlet and 

outlet velocity condi t·ions. For enclosures with speci ed 

inlet and outlet pressure conditions, this boundary condition 

is modified to take into account the prescribed values. 
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4 

I ION OF NUMERICAL SCHEME 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes the comparisons of the calculational results 

of the numerical scheme described in the last chapter with various 

published numerical and experimental results. 

The problems of convective heat transfer in buildings are often 

essentially three-dimensional in nature (i.e., they exhibit kinds of 

behavior that cannot be reproduced in a two-dimensional simulation). 

Thus a three-dimensional code is essential for proper simulation of many 

representative situations. Historically, however, a large amount of 

work has been done on relatively simpler, two-dimensional problems. 

Thus there is a substantial body of published numerical and experimental 

research on two-dimensional enclosure flows. This provides the ease of 

testing the written code against published data. Also, in terms of 

writing the code, it was expedient to write, debug and test the two

dimensional code first. Based on the experience gained in this effort, 

the three-dimensional version of the code was written. 

4.2 Mechanically Driven Flow~ 

The first tests, for the simplest flow situation, were conducted 

to ascertain that the programs converged to the expected fields, and that 

they produced residues of the order of the machine accuracy. These tests 

produced satisfactory results, converging to residues of the order of 10- 15 

(on CDC-7600 at LBL). 
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Donovan (Ref. 44) has carried out a numerical and experimental 

study of two-dimensional mechanically driven recirculating flow. The 

flow is induced in a square cavity by tangential motion of one of the 

walls of the cavity. The arrangement is schematically shown in Fig. 7. 

The velocity of the top plate is so arranged that the value of the 

Reynold's number~ with respect to the side of the square, is 100. 

Donovan has also calculated the velocity and pressure fields for this 

problem by solving the Navier-Stokes equations for a 20 x 20 grid. 

The profile of the vertical component of velocity along a horizontal 

line through the vortex center is shown in Fig. 8 for grid sizes of lOx 10 •. 

14x14, and 16xl6. The continuous line is from Donovan's calculations; 

the points are calculated using the code described herein. 

Figure 9 shows the comparison of the results of the code with 

Donovan's calculations for horizontal component of velocity along a 

vertical line through the vortex center, for grid sizes of 10 x 10, 14 x 14, 

and 16 x 16. The position of the vortex center, from Donovan's calcula

tions. is at (x=0.75, y=0.62) where the x-y axes are as defined in 

Fig. 1. The vortex position calculated for the 16 x 16 grid was (x = 0.73~ 

y "' 0. 60) ; the agreement is very good, 

This test simply confirms that the code calculates the flow fields 

outside the boundary layer with good accuracy (the boundary layer in the 

situation described in Fig. 7 extends about 10% of the width of the 

cavity, from each wall. Recall the relation for flat plate laminar 

boundary layer thickness, 

0 1 

L v'Re 
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RECIRCULATING FLOW INDUCED IN A FLUID INSIDE A 
SQUARE CAVITY BY TANGENTIAL MOTION OF ONE WALL, 

Fig o 7 
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Fig. 8 
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where 6 is the boundary layer thickness and L is the distance along the 

plate from its leading edge. The corner vortices observed by Donovan 

(see schematic in Fig. 7) also show up in all the three grid sizes 

described here. 

4.3 Buoyancy Driven Flows at Low Rayleigh Numbers 

We next consider the problem of buoyancy-induced flows. de Vahl 

Davis (Ref. 45) has used a lOx 10 grid to solve the Navier-Stokes equations 

for a fluid inside a square cavity. The (opposite) vertical walls of 

the cavity are maintained at constant temperature, while the ceiling and 

the floor of the cavity have a linear surface temperature profile. 

Figures 10~ 11 and 12 show the results this code compared with the 

results of de Vahl Davis, for three different Rayleigh numbers, for local 

Nusselt number as a function of distance along the cold wall. The smooth 

line shows the results of de Vahl Davis, the dotted line shows the results 

of the present numerical scheme. 

It is to be noted that de Vahl Davis has used an evenly spaced 

lOx 10 grid, and then used a forward differencing procedure to calcula 

the local Nusselt numbers at the wall. His temperature grid coincides 

with the boundary of the cell at the edges, so the nea temperature 

node in the direction normal to the boundary is at a distance equalling 

10% of the cavity size. In contrast, the grid system used here (see 

Fig. 6) allows evaluation the temperature gradient at the boundary 

without using a forward differencing procedure. Besides, the results 

displayed here have been calculated with 15x 15 grid size, with a smaller 

grid spacing near boundaries than in the central region; this allows 
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better representation of the sharp changes in velocity and temperature 

near the boundary layer. (For this problem, the boundary layer ime 

starts for Ra > 10 4 ~ which is the case . ) 

For the same reason. de Vahl Davis calculates the local Nusselt 

number at the top and bottom of the cold wall to be identically equal 

to 1.0 (see Figs. 1 14). This resul from the temperature node being 

situated exactly at the end of the wall. the nearest temperature node 

along the wall again being 10% of the wall-length away. The calculations 

with the code described here do not have this limitation. This is the 

reason why the local Nusselt numbers calculated by this code are different 

from the 1.0 calculated at the two ends of the wall. 

Notice that for lSx 15 grids. two grid lines are outside the 

physical boundary (see Fig. 6). two more grid lines are each in the 

boundary layer; the cell size inside the volume of the cavity is there

fore the same as for de Vahl Davis, (1/10 x l/10). The computation for 

each run took -31 seconds to reach residues of 10- 7 for the velocity 

fields. 

4.4 Comparisons at Higher Rayleigh Numbers 

The flmv induced in a two-dimensional square cavity, with adiabat·ic 

ceiling and floor, and with isothermal vertical walls maintained 

different temperatures. is considered next. The situation under study 

is schematically shown in Fig. 13. 

A quantity of most interest in this problem is the Nusselt number. 

Recall that the Nusselt number is a measure of the relative strengths of 

the convective and conductive heat transfer processes. Note that by 
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definition, the Nusselt number is independent of the thermal conductivity 

of the working fluid, and also independent of the actual temperature 

drop involved. It is, instead, strongly dependent on the development 

of the fluid flow: 

Nu = L aT 
(T max-:-Tm;-;;T oX norma 1 to 

the boundary 

For a solid or other pure conduction problem, the Nusselt number will 

remain the same for a given distribution of boundary temperatures, 

independent of the actual magnitude {Trnax- Trnin) involved. This is 

to say, the conductive heat transfer from a boundary will be simply 

linearly proportionfl to the magnitude of (Tmax- Tmin) for an ordinary 

solid. 

On the other hand, for a problem involving both convection and 

conduction, such as the one described in Fig. 15, the convective flow 

brings cool fluid near the hot wall and warm fluid near the cool wall. 

The strength of this convective flow directly depends on the magnitude 

of (Tmax- TminL on the Rayleigh number, in fact. Thus, larger values of 

(Tmax- Tmin), inducing larger fluid recirculation~ actua'lly increase the 

value of the Nusselt number. The Nusselt number then actually increases 

with the magnitude of (Tmax- Tmin), i.e., with increasing Rayleigh number. 

The heat transfer from a boundary is a highly nonlinear function of the 

magnitude of (Tmax- Tmin). Thus the dependence of the Nusselt number 

of the Rayleigh number is a measure of the development and character of 

the flow. The average Nusselt number, defined as 
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is plotted as a function of Ray'leigh numbers in Fig. 14. On the same 

graph, we have superimposed rel results of various investigators9 

both numerical and experimental (Refs. 46-52). The agrement is good. 

All the results of the code described here were calculated using the same 

17 x 17 grid, and vvere run convergence. For Rayleigh numbers of 10 7 

or less, the runs converged in 20 seconds on the CDC-7600 at LBL. The 

runs for higher values of Rayleigh numbers were carried to 40 seconds. 

4.5 Convective Heat Transfer from the Vertical Wall 
of a Three-Dimensional Enclosure 

0 ~ 

The three-dimensional code was used to simulate the air circulation 

in the situation illustrated in Fig. 15. The cube-shaped enclosure has 

one of its vertical surfaces maintained at a uniformly higher temperature 

than the other five surfaces. The Grashof number resulting for a temper

ature difference of 4.5°C and an enclosure size of 3 m3 is 1.6 x 10 10
• 

gure 15 also shows the distribution of the local Nusselt number on the 

surface of the warm wall. The average Nusselt number for the wall was 

calculated to be 145. 

In the engineering literature there is very little published data 

regarding experimental or numerical investigation of enclosure flow at 

Grashof numbers exceeding 10 7
• However, it is possible to estimate the 

Nusselt number for the problem under consideration by noting the following 

two points: 
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(a) The air circulation induced by a hot vertical surface inside 

an enclosure is in many ways similar to the air movement induced 

by a free-standing vertical hot plate immersed in a bath of still 

fluid. The air circulation inside the enclosure~ however~ 

encounters much more viscous drag (due to all the other walls) 

than is the case for a free-standing vertical hot plate. One 

result of this several-fold increase in the viscous drag is that 

the Nusselt numbers (based on enclosure height and total height of 

the free-standing vertical plate) for the enclosure are consistently 

lower than those for a free-standing vertical plate by 40-50%. This 

is illustrated in Fig. 16, which shows the Nusselt numbers for free

standing vertical plates and for enclosures, in the range recommended 

by Kreith (Ref. 53). 

(b) The other effect of the increased viscous drag on air circula-

tion inside the enclosure is the increased stability of the flow. 

For a free-standing vertical wall, the regime of transition from 

laminar to turbulent flow is observed to be at Grashof numbers 

from 10 8 to 1010
• Beyond the Grashof number of 10 10

, the flow is 

turbulent. For flow inside an enclosure, however, the transition 
10 regime goes up to a Grashof number of 3x 10 , as seen. for example~ 

in videotapes of Ruberg 1 S experiment (Ref. 54). From the physical 

interpretation of the Grashof number, this is understandable; 

recall that the Grashof number is the square of the ratio buoyant 

to viscous forces. For a four-fold (or six-fold) increase in the 

viscous forces, one can expect roughly one order of magnitude 
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increase in the critical Grashof number (before the onset of fully 

turbulent flow). Also note from Fig. 16 that the Nusselt number 

does not change discontinuously with the onset of turbulence. 

For a Rayleigh number of 10 10
, the Nusselt number for a free-standing 

vertical plate is in the turbulent regime and is about 210 (see Fig. 16). 

If one extends the laminar flow correlation for a free-standing vertical 

plate up to Rayleigh numbers of 10 10
, the Nusselt number is seen to be 

about 175. (Extending the correlation for enclosure flows up to a 

Reynolds number of 10 10 yields a Nusselt number of 158.) The predicted 

Nusselt number of 145 is thus seen to be 17% lower than the extrapolated 

value for laminar flow Nusselt numbers for a free-standing vertical 

plate, and within 9% of the extrapolated value for a laminar enclosure 

fl 0\'J. 

4.6 Comparison with a Full-Scale Experiment with 
Three-Dimensional Flow 

In 1978, Ruberg reported on the full-scale experiment performed 

at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, depicted in Fig. 17. A 

detailed description of the apparatus and the experiments is given in 

Ref. 54. Ruberg measured the temperature distribution insi the 

enclosure in plane AA of Fig. 17 by means of thermistors mounted on a 

movable, rail-mounted boom. He also made videotapes of the flow induced 

inside the enclosure using smoke and soap bubbles as tracers. The video

tapes clearly show that the flow (at Grashof number of -1.6 x 10 10 based 

on enclosure height) is not yet turbulent. but shows oscillations typical 

of the transition regime. Unfortunately, only a few measurements of 
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surface temperatures or surfaces other than the hea plate and the 

window were made. So these temperatures have been estimated using 

available data. 

Ruberg's measurements of air temperature were made in a way that 

could not exclude the effects of radiation. In particular, these effects 

are expected to bias the measured air temperatures directly above the 

heater plate towards higher values. 

Three sets of isotherms produced for three sets measurements of 

air temperatures in plane AA of Fig. 17 are shown in Fig. 18. The 

isotherms predicted by the computer code are shown in Fig. 19. In light 

of the limitations described above, the agreement appears satisfactory. 

The computer runs predi a local Nusselt number for the hot plate 

based on room height of 180, implying a convective heat flux from the 
2 hot plate of 17.8 BTU-h/ft . 

Ruberg has estimated the convective heat flux from the hot plate 

to be in the region of BTU-h/ft 2
, The computer prediction is lower 

than his estimate by 33%. Since the f·low is in the transition regime, 

use of a model for buoyancy-induced turbulence would probably result in 

a better agreement. Such models are in an extremely early stage of 

development in the engineering literature, but can and should be 

incorporated into the code as they are developed and tested, 
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c 
APPLI 

5. l Introduction 

In this chapter9 the compu 

investi te the d·i 

in a direc in tern, on 

the walls and the oor, 

5.2 

I 

5 

OF NUMERI E 

ribed earlier is used to 

distributions of inci ar 

convec ve heat from 

A 1 most a 11 of public-domain computer programs for building 

energy anal is y assume a uniform distribution of incomi s ar 

energy on the interior s of a room. Furthermore. all of them 

(with the exception of one version of BLAST (Ref. 7) which has not been 

released yet) assume the convective heat transfer coefficient to be a 

constant, independent of the surface temperature distribution. 

To investigate the possible importance of the assumptions made about 

di tri on of from sunlight on internal surfaces with 

respect to convective trans • the three situations illustrated 

in Fig. 20 were investigated. The three situations illus te three 

different distributions of surface temperature possibly resul ng from 

different assumptions about where the sunlight deposi energy. (The 

ques on is more complex than shown in Fig. 20 due to the conductive and 

radia ve effects. but these are not taken up here.) Notice that in 

Fig. 20 the average temperature of surface is the same for all the 
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distributions. The top illustration in this figure shows a hypothetical 

distribu on resul ng from an assumption of uniform distribution of solar 

energy on the entire floor. dis bution can also be purposely 

produced by introducing a non-absorbing optical diffuser in the window.) 

The lower illus tions of Fig. 20 show hypothetical distributions of 

surface temperature corresponding to direct sunlight striking only a 

portion of the floor (and ltJa 11). 

5.3 Discussion of Results 

The resulting convective heat fluxes from each surface are shown 

in Table 1 below. The room is assumed to be 2.44 meters (8 feet) to each 

side for calculating the heat fluxes. The surfaces are numbered in a 

manner consistent with Fig, 20. The surface temperature distributions 

are numbered (1, 2 and 3) consistently with the numbering used in the 

figure. 

TABLE 1. Net convective heat fluxes (watts/m2
). 

T empet~a ture 
Distribution 

2 

3 

East 
wall 

8.8 

6.8 

8.1 

West 
wall 

-2.0 

-2.1 

-3.1 

North/South 
walls Ceiling 

~2.9 -4.1 

-3.1 -4.3 

~3.8 -3.0 

Floor 

3.0 

5.6 

5.6 
.. ~. ·~~~~ 

As one goes from distribution 1 to distribution 2, the convective 

heat fluxes from the west wall, the ceiling. and the north and south 

walls change by less than 10%. The heat extracted from the floor. 
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however~ goes up from 3.0 watts/m2 to 5.6 watts/m2
• an increase of 87%. 

At the same time, the heat extracted from the warm east wall drops from 

8.8 watts/m2 to 6.8 watts/m2
• This drop is, of course, due to the 

warmer air rising from the floor than was the case for distribution 1. 

The general character of the flow remains the same. 

Going from distribution 2 to distribution 3, the character of the 

ow changes substantially. Due the (relatively) d upper half of 

the east wall, one observes a small loop of reverse flow in that region. 

The hot air from the floor and the lower half of the east wall rises 

away from the east wall, and a current of cool air descends from the top 

of the east wall to meet this rising hot air. The rising hot air mixes 

with this cool air and continues to rise towards the ceiling. Near the 

ceiling, a small part of the rising air turns eastward to feed the down

ward loop along the east wall, while the major portion moves westward to 

descend down the west wall. 

The net heat flux from the east wall increases from 6.8 watts/m2 

(for case 2) to 8.1 watts/m2
• As a result of the different character 

of the ow discussed above, the heat deposited in the ling drops from 

4,3 watts/m2 to 3.0 watts/m2
9 while the heat deposited on the west wall 

increases from 2.1 watts/m 2 to 3.1 watts/m 2
• Since the upward moving warm 

air now separates from the east wall and moves westward at the halfway 

point, somewhat more heat is deposited on the north and south walls, too, 

the fluxes going up from 3.1 watts/m2 to 3.8 watts/m2
• The heat extracted 

from the floor remains unaltered (from distribution 2) at 5.6 watts/m 2
• 



5.4 ions 

The ve transfer from the surfaces of an enclosure is 

seen to be strongly by actual distribution of surface 

temperature (rather than merely the averaged surface temperature), which 

is decisive in determining the character of the flow. The effects are 

of the order 100% for two di plausible s butions of 

temperatures. 

The resul summari in Table 1 point towa important conclu-

sions for a more efficient storage of direct in solar heat in a 

thermally massive floor or wall. Intentional introduction of an 

optically non-absorbing diffuser in the glazing of a direct-gain system 

seems to have a significant 

deposited in the air. 

on reduci the solar heat immedi 

The computer model described in these chapters predicts buoyant 

flows inside enclosures with fair accuracy (within 30%) up to Grashof 

ly 

numbers of 3x 10 10
1 when compared with experimental data. The model can 

be used for investigating convective phenomena in buildings and for 

identifying strategies leading to improved thermal performance of buildings. 
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APPENDIX A: 

E ON DIF HEMES 

As discussed in Chapter 3. the method of differencing (i.e., putting 

a differential equation into fini difference form) and the iterative 

scheme employed to solve the particular of difference equations are 

two distinct steps in ving the problem. we are considering only 

the differencing schemes and their weak and strong points. 

Consider the one-d ional simple conduction-convection problem. 

Since the prob"lem is one-dirnensional ~ ordinary differential equations 

suffice and have exact analytical solutions. One can visualize the 

behavior of simple analytical functions and gain an intuitive feel for 

the character of the utions in this situation. Also, this method 

will bring out more clearly some of the advantages and limita ons of 

the numerical scheme considered here, 

Given the flow field (i.e., the velocity and density at an grid 

nodes), one would like to compute the temperature field. The uation 

for temperature is: 

(A-l) 

Further limiting the problem to the steady-state, then u, p and e are 

functions of x only. Equation (A-1) becomes 

ddx (pue) "' _5!_(r d~) 
dx dx 

(A-2) 

Also, the continuity equation gives 
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d 
dx ( pu) "' 0 or pu "' constant (A-3) 

Consider Fig. A-1. W, P~ E9 etc. are three consecutive nodes of this 

one-dimensional grid. Points e and w are midway between the nodes P 

and E and Wand P. The one-dimensional 11 Control volume 11 around the 

node P extends from point w to poi e. Distance PE is denoted by 

(ox)e; distance WP is denoted by (ox)w. 

We can integrate Eq. (A-2) over this one-dimensional control volume. 

The integration yields: 

"' (r de ) - (r ~) 
dx e dx w 

(A-4) 

This equation is exact. So far no assumptions or approximations have 

been made. 

w e 

w p E 

FIGURE A-1 

Equation (A-4) is to be solved using finite difference approxima-

tions to the different terms in this equation. One approach would be to 

write 



{ r ge) = 
\. dx e 

(pue) "' e 

(see Fig, A-l) and similar·ly for point w; we substitute into Eq, ( 4) 

and obtain an ti on for ep form 

where 

aE - D ~- C /2 e e 

a w ~ D11J + Cw/2 

ap "' aE + aw 
(A-·5) 

De "" r/(ox)e diffusion term) 

ce "' (pu)e (the convection term) 

and similar definitions hold for Dw and Cw The staggered grid system 

described in Chapter 3 is as 

This discretized form (A-2) is based on an assumption of 

li!:Jear variation of e and neighboring grid nodes, S·ince some assumption 

about the value of e midway between P and E must be mades the arithmetic 

mean of ep and eE which first comes to mi is 

most simple-minded) assumption, 

simplest (and the 

The scheme characterized in Eqs, (A-5) is known as the central 

difference scheme (CDS), 
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Equation (A-5) will now be used to compute ep. Suppose in a given 

problem one has calculated De"' Ow= 2 and Ce"' Cw"' 8. Suppose also that 

the values of temperature at E and W have been calculated and they are 

to be used to calculate the temperature P, king into account the 

combined effects of diffusion and convection. If eE"' 200 and ew"" 100, 

we obtain ep"' 50, i.e., the temperature at P is below the temperatures 

at E and W. A cl y unrealistic result in the steady-state with no 

temperature sources and sinks. If instead, eE"" lOG and 8w"' 200, one 

obtains ep == 250, an equally inadmissable result. unrealistic results 

arise because the coefficients in Eq. (A-5) are not all positive. For 

the particular values of C and D selected for this example, 

Thus the temperature at P is coupled to the temperature at E with a 

negative coeffi ent. This will happen whenever D- C/2 < 0 for any 

point, i.e., whenever C/D < 2. 

Substituting for C and D shows that in terms of fundamental 

variables~ one must have 

pu(ox) < 2 r 

The quantity on the left-hand side is readily recogni as the grid 

Peclet number. The CDS scheme gives meaningless results for temperature 

{or momentum) calculations whenever the grid Peel number (or Reynolds 

number) exceeds 2. 

To keep the grid Peclet number less than 2, one can decrease (ox)~ 

if feasible. But often this means that the number of grid nodes then 
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becomes 1 arger than the memory of a.ny sting computer. Another method, 

that of cially increasi r, has 11 ons. 

on of CDS l to recognition by several independent 

investigators (e.g., Ref. A-1 and Ref. A-2) that this problem can be 

solved by abandoning the CDS approximation of the convection tenn~ using 

instead a one-si (upwind or upstream) di scheme. 

The upwind difference scheme (UDS), when applied to the one-dimen-

sional problem discussed above, leads to the lowing finite difference 

expression for ep [compare with Eqs. (A-5)]: 

where 

aE "' De +max[-Ce,O] 

aw - Ow+ max[Cw,O] 

"' aE + aW 

De• Ow• Ce• and Cw are defined as before and 

( x = e or vJ) • 

On inspection, it is obvious that the can never 

be negative, so the source of the instab'l'lity is goneo Also, since Ce=Cw, 

we see that only node E or node W {of Fig. A-1) will have a convective 

contribution to node P (depending on direction of the flow), and both 

the nodes E and W will have conductive (diffusion) contributions to node 

P independent of the direction and magnitude of the flow. 
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Equation (A-2) is an ordinary differential on. It can 

be solved exactly. and will allow us 

solution analytically. We have: 

examine the behavior of the 

d 
dx ( pue) 

with boundary conditions set as 

e = e 
0 

e = e L 

The solution is 

e- e 
0 

= d de r dx dx 

at 

exp(Px/L)- 1 
exp(P) - 1 

x=O 

x=L 

(A-7) 

where P "' puL/r is the Peclet number. Taking x = 0 as one node and x"' L 

as the next (neighboring) node, then Eq. (A-7) gives the distribution of 

e as one moves from one node to the next. This distribution is strongly 

affected by the value of the dimensionless parameter P of the problem. 

Various profiles of e vs. x for different values of P are shown 

in Fig. A-2; this figure illustrates several points: 

(1) The assumption that the value of e at x = L/2 is simply the 

mean of e
0 

and el is valid only for very sman values of IPI. 
Recall that this was the assumption made in the derivation 

of Eq. (A-5), the CDS equation. 

(2) ltlhen IPI is large, the value of eat x=L/2 is almost equal 

to the value of e at the upwind node. This assumption went 

into Eq. (A-6), the UDS equation. But, in Eqs. (A-6), the 
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assumption was made in the convection term that the value of 

e at x = L/2 is always equal to the value at the upwind node, 

independent of the ~~~itude of P. This is evidently not the 

case, 

One can also see that the gradient of e across the boundary 

at x=L/2 is simply the value used in Eqs. (A-5) and (A-6), 

i.e., both in CDS and UDS, in the diffusion term. But 

!PI» 1 the gradient is nearly zero, and therefore, so is 

the diffusive flux across the interface. 

Finally, since there is an exact solution to this one-dimensional equation, 

one can use this equation to construct a difference scheme based directly 

on this exact solution, Then, that scheme would be correct for both 

convective and diffusive terms at all values of the Peclet number. Such 

a scheme was proposed by Raithby and Torrance in 1974 (Ref. A-3). 

Spalding (Ref. A-4) proposed a fast and simplified scheme to 

simulate this behavior in an approximate way. In this scheme, the value 

of eat L/2 [i.e., the value of ee in Eq. (A-4) above] depends on the 

value of P, the grid Peclet number. For IPI ~ 2, only the upwind value 

is assumed. For IPI < 2, ee takes on a value intermediate between 8p 

and eE as described in Chapter 3. 
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